Forms [1]

- Capital Asset Management [2]
- Cash Receipt [3]
- Cash Receipt-Gifts (Deposits for CU Foundation Only) [4]
- ChartField Request: Account [5]
- ChartField Request: Organization [6]
- ChartField Request: Projects [7]
- ChartField Request – SpeedType Fiscal Staff [8]
- ChartField Request – SpeedType, Program, Subclass [9]
- Fundraising Authorization [10]
- Gift Fund SpeedType [11]
- Gift-in-Kind Acceptance [12]
- IN - Interdepartmental Invoice [13]
- Journal Source [14]
- Transfer Funds [15]
- W-9 (Signed by CU) [16]
- Substitute W-9 (Signed by CU) [17]
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